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A detailed study of the anisotropic magnetic and magnetotransport behavior has been performed on a single
crystal of the layered perovskite Nd1.5Sr1.5Mn2O7. The magnetic properties are consistent with an antiferromagnetic 共AFM兲 ordering below T N ⫽190 K of the manganese moments within the ab plane and a moment
reorientation around ⬇125 K towards the c direction. A spin-glass behavior develops for T⬍50 K attributed to
the freezing of the magnetic moment of the Nd共1兲 ions placed within the perovskite blocks, whereas the Nd共2兲
ions in the rocksalt layer contribute to the observed AFM order. An additional ferromagnetic contribution is
observed below 275 K, ascribed to the existence of intergrowths. Low-field magnetoresistance 共MR兲 is observed for H 储 c in both  c and  ab , reaching values up to 30% at T⫽10 K. It is associated with the reduction
of the spin disorder of the Mn moments aligned parallel to the c axis. For higher-field values the sharp decrease
in MR is correlated with the magnetic ‘‘flipping’’ transitions. Within the whole temperature range the magnetoresistence is anisotropic, depending on both the direction of the applied field and current. Evidence is
provided against the existence of spin-polarized tunneling between the layers in this compound.
关S0163-1829共99兲03232-4兴
INTRODUCTION

Perovskite manganites 共AMnO3, with A⫽alkaline ion
and/or rare earth ion兲 have been extensively studied in the
last few years because they show a spectacularly large variation of their electric resistance under an applied magnetic
field. The so-called ‘‘colossal magnetoresistance’’ 共CMR兲
occurs in the vicinity of the ferromagnetic 共FM兲 ordering
temperature of the manganese spins. Nevertheless, large values of the magnetic fields are required to produce this effect,
and more investigations needed in order that these compounds can be used in technological applications. The need
for new materials exhibiting enhanced MR effects at low
fields has recently motivated the investigation of the layered
perovskite compounds.1 These compounds can be considered
variants of the cubic perovskite, where n layers of MnO6
octahedra are separated along the c axis from the next n
layers by an insulating block consisting of a single AO layer
with the rocksalt structure 共see Fig. 1兲. The threedimensional perovskite structure and its layered variants belong to the Ruddlesden-Popper 共RP兲 series, whose general
formula can be written as A n⫹1 Mnn O3n⫹1 or also
(AMnO3) n AO, the three-dimensional perovskite corresponding to n⫽⬁. The reduced dimensionality of the Mn-O-Mn
networks in the layered compounds can introduce important
modifications in the magnetic and magnetotransport properties. It is only within the MnO2 layers, which lie within the
ab plane, that the double-exchange mechanism can be expected. As for the n⫽⬁ perovskites, the magnetic ordering
in the other RP manganites is accompanied by a metalinsulator transition, but the low-field MR 共LFMR兲 effect is
clearly enhanced. Nevertheless, this improvement of the MR
0163-1829/99/60共8兲/5440共7兲/$15.00
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properties is intrinsically related to the lowering of the metalinsulator transition temperature.2
Enhanced LFMR was first observed in manganite single
crystals in La1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7 共Ref. 1兲 and in La1.4Sr1.6Mn2O7
共Ref. 3兲 共layered variant n⫽2兲. In the last system the interplane MR is observed to be extremely large. It has been

FIG. 1. Crystal structure of Nd1.5Sr1.5Mn2O7, belonging to the
Ruddlesden-Popper series with n⫽2, displaying the different sites
for the ions.
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proposed that this layered perovskite behaves as a kind of
multilayered system, in the sense that a current flowing perpendicular to the ab plane has to cross all the magnetic layers, maximizing the spin-dependent scattering of the
carriers.3 Anisotropic transport and the appearance of twoand three-dimensional ordering are also considered a consequence of the reduced dimensionality of these systems. Arguments for1,4–6 and against7 the existence of short-range
two-dimensional 共2D兲 spin correlations in the paramagnetic
phase have been reported. Whether the 2D FM is an intrinsic
property of the layered compounds is still a matter for discussion. Some authors attribute this ordering to the existence
of intergrowths.8,9 These intergrowths are an intrinsic defect
in the RP series which is due to the disorder in the stacking
sequence of the perovskite layers and the AO planes. It becomes more important for high values of n, i.e., a higher
number of contiguous perovskite layers connected together
which form the structural block of the cell.10
A strong effort has also been made to understand the
CMR properties observed in the Nd-Sr series.11–16 The
Nd-Sr compounds do not exhibit FM ordering close to the
insulator-metal transition, and, thus, the CMR observed cannot readily be explained by the double-exchange interaction.
All the studies performed until now on this series have used
polycrystalline samples. However, the anisotropy exhibited
by the layered structures makes it desirable to study these
compounds in single-crystalline form. In this paper we
present the results of magnetization and magnetotransport
properties on a single crystal of Nd1.5Sr1.5Mn2O7. A detailed
discussion of the results is also presented.

EXPERIMENT

A polycrystalline powder of Nd1.5Sr1.5Mn2O7 was prepared from the high-purity precursors SrCO3, Nd2O3, and
MnO2 using the solid state reaction method. The thoroughly
mixed oxide precursors were fired at 1200 °C for 24 h with
intermediate grinding. The powder was isostatically pressed
into the form of rods and sintered at 1350 °C for 24 h. A
single crystal was grown in air using the floating-zone technique with an IR image furnace 共NEC, SC-N35HD兲
equipped with two halogen lamps and double hemiellipsoidal
mirrors. The growth rate used was 7 to 8 mm h⫺1 with feed
and seed rods rotated in opposite directions at 30 rpm.
A large single-crystalline grain of approximate length 50
mm and diameter 8 mm was obtained. The as-grown crystal
could be cleaved parallel to the growth direction, yielding
the 共001兲 surface. A piece was cut parallel to the symmetry
directions in order to perform the magnetic and magnetotransport characterization in the temperature range 4 K
⬍T⬍300 K. Magnetization measurements were carried out
using a commercial superconducting quantum interference
device 共SQUID兲 magnetometer 共up to 5 T兲. The resistivity
was measured using the four probe method with silver paint
contacts on the sample using a steady magnetic field up to 12
T. During the measurements the sign of the current was reversed and the resulting absolute value averaged, in order to
eliminate the thermoelectric voltage and the voltage due to
misalignment of contacts. The magnetoresistance ratio in the
present work is defined as MR⫽100⫻ 关  (H)⫺  (0) 兴 /  (0),
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FIG. 2. Reflection electron diffraction pattern obtained with the
incident beam perpendicular on the cleaved surface of the crystal.
Well defined Kikuchi lines and bands can clearly be observed.

where 共0兲 and  (H) are the zero-field resistivity and the
resistivity in an applied magnetic field, respectively.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

According to x-ray powder diffraction analysis the structure is consistent with a body-centered tetragonal unit cell
(I4/mmm;Z⫽2). The lattice parameters at room temperature are a⫽b⫽3.8263 Å and c⫽20.3141 Å. The layered nature of the compound is reflected in the powder x-ray spectra, which was observed to display features characteristic of a
strong preferential orientation, making a detailed refinement
of the structure difficult. Secondary phase peaks, corresponding to an n⫽⬁ perovskite, were detected in the pattern. The
origin and relevance of this impurity phase will be discussed
later, together with the magnetization and magnetotransport
results. Electron-probe microanalysis 共EPMA兲 revealed spatial homogeneity of the sample. X-ray Laue diffraction was
performed along the length of the sample to check the orientation and the degree of crystallinity of the material. A fourfold symmetry was observed on the Laue pattern obtained
for the incident beam perpendicular on the cleaved surface of
the crystal, indicating that the growth direction is perpendicular to the crystallographic c axis. In Fig. 2 we show a
Kikuchi electron diffraction pattern obtained by scanning
electron microscopy 共SEM兲 on the cleaved surface. A very
good quality of crystallinity is necessary to obtain this kind
of pattern.
In Fig. 3共a兲 we display the field cooling 共FC兲 and zerofield cooling 共ZFC兲 thermal dependencies of the magnetization measured for a magnetic field of 0.05 T applied along
the c direction, M c , and in a direction within the ab plane,
M ab . With cooling from room temperature we observe a
sharp FM-like increase at T * ⬇275 K for both M ab and M c
magnetizations; a smooth increase of M ab , with maximum
slope around T 1 ⬇200 K; a smooth increase of M c , with
maximum slope around T 2 ⬇125 K, which is close to a freezinglike temperature for M ab ; and a freezinglike temperature
for the M c magnetization at T 3 ⬇50 K. We will see later in
the paper that all these features are correlated with the transport behavior displayed in Fig. 3共b兲. A sharp increase of the
magnetization with lowering of temperature around 300 K
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FIG. 5. Magnetization measurements performed in the pulsed
high magnetic field installation at T⫽4.2 K for the field applied
along the c direction, M c , and in a direction within the ab plane,
M ab . The arrows indicate increasing or decreasing field mode.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the magnetization 共a兲 and
resistivity 共b兲, measured in warming-up mode: 共a兲 magnetization
after zero-field cooling 共ZFC兲 and after cooling in field 共FC兲 with
H⫽0.05 T applied along the c direction 共solid line兲 and along a
direction within the ab plane 共dashed line兲; 共b兲 resistivity at zero
field for a current applied perpendicular (  c ) and parallel (  ab ) to
the crystallographic ab plane. The electrode setup is also displayed.

has also been observed on polycrystalline samples with a
composition similar to the studied one,15,16 but no sign of
bulk FM was detected in those works. In order to understand
the nature of the FM-like ordering occurring at T * in our
compound we have measured the magnetization isotherms
along different crystallographic directions using a SQUID
magnetometer. The results obtained are displayed in Fig. 4.

FIG. 4. Magnetization isotherms along three different crystallographic directions. The magnetization has been measured for H 储 c,
and H applied along two equivalent crystallographic directions
(p 1 ,p 2 ) perpendicular to each other within the ab plane.

The magnetization has been measured with H parallel to c
and for H applied along two perpendicular directions p 1 and
p 2 within the ab plane, which should be crystallographically
equivalent in tetragonal symmetry. If this ordering is intrinsic to the compound, in keeping with the tetragonal symmetry, no anisotropy should be expected within the ab plane. At
300 K, temperature above the magnetic transition, we observe the expected paramagnetic 共PM兲 behavior, the magnetization has a linear dependence with the applied field and no
dependence on the direction of H. For T⫽250 K, below the
FM transition, we observe an anisotropic behavior in all the
three selected directions for low-field values (H⬍0.4 T).
Thus, the two perpendicular directions p 1 and p 2 in the ab
plane are not magnetically equivalent, reflecting a behavior
which does not conform to tetragonal symmetry. As no
structural change with temperature decrease has been observed in the Nd2⫺2x Sr1⫹2x Mn2O7 series,13 we conclude that
this FM ordering is not intrinsic to the layered n⫽2 compound, and its possible origin will be discussed later. The
magnetic behavior observed at T⫽250 K in the displayed
field range corresponds to a FM magnetization superimposed
on a PM magnetization curve. At lower temperatures the
compound is intrinsically ordered, and at T⫽10 K instead of
the linear field dependence superimposed on the FM saturation, a metamagnetic transition is observed for the magnetization measured parallel to the c axis 关Fig. 4共b兲兴. The FM
contribution to the magnetization observed is ⬇0.5 B at this
temperature.
In order to determine the relevance of the secondary
phase FM contribution to the magnetic properties we need to
determine the value of the saturation magnetization of the
whole system at the same temperature. For this reason we
have performed magnetization measurements in pulsed high
magnetic fields up to 30 T, whose detailed analysis will be
presented elsewhere.17 The compound reveals an intrinsic
antiferromagnetic behavior with field-induced metamagnetic
transitions due to ‘‘flipping’’ of the moments from antiparallel to parallel configuration. In Fig. 5 we display the results
for M c (H) and M ab (H) obtained at T⫽4.2 K. For H 储 c these
transitions are induced at lower fields than for the field applied within the ab plane. For H 储 c two metamagnetic transitions are observed, the first around 3.4 T and a sharper one
at 13.8 T, after which saturation is reached. For H 储 ab a
sharp metamagnetic transition takes place at ⬇22.8 T. The
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highest saturation value of magnetization (⬇11.5 B ) is obtained for H 储 c. The saturation value obtained for H 储 ab is
much lower than this, indicating that the canting of moments
is still present at the maximum field for this direction. With
decreasing magnetic field a large hysteresis of the order of 7
T is observed in both curves. For H 储 c the magnetization
drops in two steps, sharply at 9 T and in a smoother way
around 5.0 T. The decrease of magnetization along this direction has also been observed to happen in a single step, the
shape of the curve for decreasing fields varying from measurement to measurement, which indicates that the system
enters a metastable state. At high temperatures where the FM
of the secondary phase is present, only Mn moments can
contribute to the signal, and we estimate the secondary phase
contribution to be less than 9%.
According to the above discussion, the compound displays an intrinsic paramagnetic behavior at high temperature
and an AFM configuration at 4.2 K. It has also been observed that the magnetization vs field measurements performed at different temperatures can be explained if we assume that the AFM ordering already exists at temperatures
higher than 100 K. Neutron diffraction results on polycrystalline samples of Nd2⫺2x Sr1⫹2x Mn2O7 with higher Sr content (x⫽0.5,0.45) have revealed a long-range antiferromagnetic ordering of the Mn ions at 140 K along the ab plane.12
For these compositions, the Nd共2兲 ions in the rocksalt site
order along the c direction at 30 K, producing either a complete 共for x⫽0.45兲 or partial rotation 共for x⫽0.5兲 of the Mn
sublattice towards the same direction. The Nd共1兲 ions placed
within the perovskite blocks are magnetically frustrated,
forming a spin-glass 共SG兲 layer. This picture is consistent
with our results on Nd1.5Sr1.5Mn2O7, where the Mn ions
would order within the ab plane at a higher temperature,
T 1 ⫽200 K, giving the extra contribution observed in the
M ab vs T curve 关see Fig. 3共a兲兴. No extra contribution is observed along the c direction in the temperature range T 2
⬍T⬍T 1 , for which the magnetization starts to increase
around 125 K. At this temperature the component of the
magnetization parallel to the ab plane decreases, indicating
that reorientation of the Mn moments from the plane to the
perpendicular direction is taking place. Below T 3 , M c decreases. The rotation of the Mn moments from the ab plane
towards the c direction at T 2 has been ascribed previously to
the appearance of a magnetic moment on the Nd ions at this
temperature.12 As the rare earth ion has a strong magnetocrystalline anisotropy it would force the rotation of the Mn
moments. However, if this is the case for our compound, the
deduced temperature for the ordering of the Nd moments,
⬇125 K, is relatively high and thus the origin for this moment reorientation is still not clear.
The fact that we observe an intrinsic small contribution to
the bulk magnetization for relatively low-field values, allowing us to observe all the features described in the M (T)
curve at 200 K and below, is readily explained assuming that
the AFM ordering in this compound is not perfect. It is reasonable to expect that as in three-dimensional perovskites
there exists competition between FM double-exchange and
AFM superexchange interactions. As a consequence, canted
AFM or weak FM order can appear with decreasing x, as
suggested by others.16 Another possible explanation can be
given assuming the existence of uncompensated moments in
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an AFM matrix arising due to defects. Nevertheless, it has
been demonstrated that even in perfect AFM superlattices
the presence of domain walls can produce a finite moment
that can be measured at vanishing field.18 A weak contribution to the magnetization arising from the presence of domain walls cannot be disregarded.
We have thus concluded that Nd1.5Sr1.5Mn2O7 not only
exhibits intrinsic AFM ordering at low temperatures but also
an additional FM ordering at high temperature close to 300
K. A similar transition has also been observed in singlecrystalline samples of La1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7. 19 Surprisingly, in the
La-Sr system which exhibits an intrinsic FM ordering at 100
K, neutron scattering experiments have not been able to detect any Mn moments above this temperature.20 The magnetic transition observed around 300 K in the La-Sr compounds has been attributed in the works of Potter et al.8 and
Bader et al.9 to the two-dimensional FM ordering of trace
amounts of intergrowths whose volume fraction might be too
small to be detected by neutron scattering, or whose magnetic scattering length might be too short to be detected.
Seshadri et al. have demonstrated the presence of intergrowths in these materials using transmission electron microscopy 共TEM兲.21 Taking into account these results, it is
reasonable to attribute the FM ordering observed in our
sample around 275 K to the existence of defects in the crystal structure.
The temperature dependence of the resistivity at zero field
for a current 共I兲 applied perpendicular to the ab plane (  c )
and parallel to it (  ab ) is shown in Fig. 3共b兲, where the
electrode setup used is also displayed. The following features
can be observed: in the whole temperature range both  ab
and  c show the same order of magnitude; for sufficiently
high temperatures the conduction is activated, with a resistivity which increases with decreasing temperature; two
broad maxima can be observed in both the  ab (T) and  c (T)
curves at temperatures T⫽190 and 130 K; and a sharp decrease of  along the c direction is observed around T *
⫽275 K, but no effect can be detected at this temperature for
the resistivity measured along the ab plane.
In the layered compounds it should be expected that the
conductivity measured for the current applied within the ab
plane is much higher than for the current applied perpendicular to the perovskite layers. This two-dimensional behavior
has in fact been observed on La2⫺2x Sr1⫹2x Mn2O7 with x
⫽0.4,0.3,1,2 where the value of  c is between two and three
orders of magnitude larger than  ab . The similar order of
magnitude observed here for  ab and  c is a reflection of the
three-dimensional character of the transport properties in
Nd1.5Sr1.5Mn2O7. In order to understand the puzzling behavior described above, we have proceeded to study the magnetic properties of this layered manganite.
As noted before, the magnetic properties show a strong
correlation with the transport properties in this compound.
Comparing Figs. 3共a兲 and 3共b兲 the different features observed with decreasing temperature can be related in the following way.
共1兲 The steep decrease of resistivity along the c direction
taking place at T * is related to the FM-like ordering observed at this temperature. The FM ordering, attributed to the
existence of intergrowths, induces a reduction of the spin
scattering disorder along the c direction. No decrease is ob-
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FIG. 7. Absolute value of the MR vs temperature at H⫽1 T
共crosses兲 and LFMR 共circles兲 measured with the current applied
along the c direction for H 储 c. Note the logarithmic scale used for
the temperature axis. The continuous line represents a linear fit of
the LFMR data for T⬍150 K. The arrow indicates the temperature
at which the fit crosses the ordinate axis. The dashed line is a guide
to the eye.
FIG. 6. MR measurements under magnetic field up to 1 T at
some selected temperatures for two configurations of current and
field, as indicated in the figures.

served at this temperature in the resistivity within the ab
plane, indicating that there is no change on the correlation of
the moments in the direction parallel to the planes at the
magnetic transition. This result can be understood assuming
a distribution of point or small defects spread within the ab
plane.
共2兲 The cusps observed in both the  ab and  c curves at
temperatures 190 and 130 K are related to the intrinsic magnetic ordering temperatures T 1 关anomaly observed in
M ab (T)兴 and T 2 关observed in M c (T)兴. The AFM ordering of
the Mn moments along the ab plane at T 1 produces a smooth
reduction of the spin scattering, leading to the corresponding
decrease of the resistivity. Such a decrease occurs for both
current directions indicating that the observed AFM ordering
is of three-dimensional nature. Going down in temperature,
when T 2 is approached, the Mn moments rotate from the ab
plane to the c axis. The resistivity increase in this range can
be explained assuming a noncoherent rotation of the moments. With decreasing temperature the ordering is stronger
and the spin scattering is reduced, leading to a monotonous
decrease of resistivity. The freezing of the Nd moments at
temperature T 3 does not, as expected, produce any change on
the conductivity of the system.
Isothermal MR measurements have been performed at
different temperatures in the range 4–300 K under magnetic
fields up to 12 T. Some of the MR curves show the existence
of LFMR, whose origin is different from the mechanism giving rise to the MR observed at higher-field values. We will
analyze first the low-field behavior. In order to determine the
LFMR effect of the compound a set of low-field (H⬍1 T)
measurements has been performed, using a sweep rate of 0.2
T/min. To avoid initial history-dependent effects the initial
increase and decrease of the field was carried out for all the
isotherms, which will not be displayed in the figures.
Figures 6共a兲 and 6共b兲 show the MR isotherms at some selected temperatures, measured for H applied along the ab
plane parallel to the current, i.e., H 储 ab I 储 ab 共a兲, and for H 储 c

I 储 c 共b兲. The results obtained for I 储 ab H 储 c are observed to be
qualitatively very similar to those for I 储 c H 储 c. In these figures we note that, while for the measurements with H 储 ab the
MR curves show a smooth variation in the whole temperature range, the MR obtained for H 储 c is characterized by the
presence of a sharp decrease at low-field values H⬍0.5 T
共LFMR兲. There is a crossover from the high-temperature behavior, T⬎150 K, where no LFMR is observed, to the lowtemperature range with a LFMR component. Below 50 K the
MR loops adopt the characteristic butterfly shape, with increasing hysteresis with decreasing temperature. As the magnetic field increases,  increases sharply, showing a peak at
particular field value. With a further increase in H the resistance drops quickly and displays a saturation behavior. We
have estimated the absolute value of the LFMR at each temperature considering the MR at the peak minus the value at
the technical saturation of the curves. The LFMR contribution increases logarithmically as the temperature is lowered,
as displayed in Fig. 7, reaching a value higher than 30% at
10 K. This logarithmic increase of the LFMR represents a
radically different behavior with respect to the one observed
on single-crystalline La1.4Sr1.6Mn2O7, 3 where the LFMR for
the current running perpendicular to the layers is nearly T
independent, and also from the temperature dependence observed in thin films of La-Ca layered perovskites.22 We can
exclude the possibility that the intergrowths which are ferromagnetic below T * are contributing to the LFMR, as no
qualitative change has been observed comparing the lowfield MR isotherms taken at T⫽290 K—above T * —and at
T⫽200 K—below T * 共not displayed in the figure兲. If the
LFMR was associated with the spontaneous FM magnetization it should be observed also in the range 150–275 K,
which is not the case. This contribution has to be associated
with an intrinsic ordering of the compound as will be noted
later.
A peculiar feature of the magnetotransport properties of
the Nd1.5Sr1.5Mn2O7 single crystal can be observed by comparing the MR loops obtained for different directions of the
applied field and current, as displayed in Fig. 8 for T
⫽10 K. It is commonly accepted that the value of the magnetic field at which the LFMR peaks corresponds to the co-
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FIG. 8. MR isotherms measured at 10 K for different directions
of the applied current and field up to 1 T.

ercive field (H C ) of the system 共zero magnetization兲,23 and
presents saturationlike behavior at the field value where
magnetization reaches technical saturation. However, we
should note that in our measurements on Nd1.5Sr1.5Mn2O7
the MR peak for I 储 c H 储 c occurs at a smaller magnetic field
value than for I 储 ab H 储 c. The loops are wider for the latter
measurement and saturation is also reached at higher-field
values. In contrast to bulk samples, epitaxial thin films of
three-dimensional perovskite also exhibit dependence of the
MR on the angle between the current and applied field.24 The
difference in the MR-peak field value observed here cannot
be ascribed to differences in the sample shape that could lead
to different demagnetizing field values, as the coercive field
and the MR peak would not be affected. The complete disorder of the moments along the c direction for increasing
H 储 c deduced from the measurement with I 储 c is reached at
580 Oe, which is within the experimental error in agreement
with the H C obtained at the same temperature in magnetization measurements 共500 Oe兲. Nevertheless, from the MR results on I 储 ab H 储 ab we deduce that the moments are still
correlated along the ab plane at this field value, and the
resistivity has not reached the maximum. In this way, the
peak observed in the MR curves cannot not be associated to
a zero-magnetization state of the bulk compound. The complete disorder of the moments along the ab plane is only
reached for a higher-field value, 1280 Oe but, at this field,
the moments are correlated along the c direction. From the
higher-field value observed of the MR peak with I 储 ab we
conclude that the magnetic moments in this system are more
correlated within the ab plane than with respect to the c
direction. This anisotropy in the MR is thus an intrinsic effect associated to the layered nature of the compound.
The LFMR is negligible for I 储 c H 储 ab and, although the
MR measured with I 储 ab H 储 ab drops relatively fast with
increasing field, the lack of hysteresis in all these curves at
low temperature reveals a completely different nature for the
LFMR obtained in the measurements with H 储 ab with respect to those with H 储 c. Thus, the low-field changes observed in the MR for H 储 ab have probably the same origin to
those observed at higher-field values. Returning now to Fig.
7 we would like to note that the LFMR contribution appears
at some temperature below 150 K. The linear fit of the thermal decrease displayed in this figure cuts the ordinate axis at
T⬇135 K, close to the temperature at which the Mn moments reorient towards the c direction. The LFMR effect is
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FIG. 9. MR isotherms measured at T⫽10 K for different directions of the applied field and current up to 12 T. The arrows indicate
increasing or decreasing field mode.

associated in this compound with the reduction by the field
of the disorder of the spins away from the c axis. A field H 储 c
reduces this disorder more effectively than H 储 ab, which is
easily understood by taking into account the axial anisotropy
of the system in this temperature range. Both the conduction
perpendicular and parallel to the layers show this effect and
thus the tunneling of carriers between different layers separated by insulating rocksalt layer, used to explain the observed results in the La-Sr system, cannot be applied here.
From Fig. 8 we note that the loops are unexpectedly
asymmetric. In principle, there are no factors that can break
the symmetry with respect to the sign of the applied field
direction. A similar kind of asymmetry has also been detected in measurements on spin-valve systems. It has been
observed that a deviation in the direction of the applied field
of only  ⫽0.1° from the perpendicular direction to the layers can lead to an apparent asymmetric field dependence in
the MR loops.25 Such an effect has been explained taking
into account the geometrical anisotropy accompanied by a
large demagnetizing field. In this respect the system is behaving like a spin valve for low values of the applied field.
In Fig. 9 we display the MR vs H curves measured at T
⫽10 K for different directions of the applied field and the
current in fields up to 12 T. The MR at high fields is clearly
correlated to the changes in the initial AFM configuration of
the cell. The magnetic field induces a canting of the AFM
spins in the direction parallel to it. This canting is produced
in a smooth manner for some field ranges and by jumps
when some critical field values are reached. The clearest
* ⬇5.5 T for
transition occurs at H c* ⬇2.5 T for H 储 c, and H ab
H 储 ab. The transition at H c* , although less pronounced, is
also clearly observed in the magnetization measurements displayed in Figs. 4共b兲. Nevertheless no sharp change in M ab is
* . Magnetoresistance measurement is thus a
observed at H ab
more sensitive tool than the magnetization for detecting the
changes in the configuration of the moments for the field
applied along the plane. A final remark should be made
about the hysteretic behavior observed in these high-field
MR measurements, where we observe a very large hysteresis
in the MR obtained with I 储 ab and a negligible hysteresis for
I 储 c. This indicates that after a field loop 共increase followed
by decrease of the field兲 the system returns to the initial spin
correlations state only for I along the c direction, whereas the
resistivity remains low at H⫽0 for I 储 ab, indicating that
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strong spontaneous spin correlations are present within the
ab plane.
CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the magnetic and transport study on a
Nd1.5Sr1.5Mn2O7 single crystal. The compound displays an
intrinsic PM behavior at temperatures higher than T
⬇200 K, with an additional FM contribution for T⬍275 K
ascribed to the presence of intergrowths. The intrinsic magnetic behavior with decreasing temperature can be explained
assuming the AFM ordering of the Mn moments within the
plane, with a spontaneous spin reorientation transition
around 125 K towards the c direction. Under high magnetic
fields ‘‘flipping’’ transitions are induced at low temperature,
taking place at 13.8 T for H 储 c and at 22.8 T for H 储 ab. We
would like to note that these transitions are associated with
very large changes in the lattice, as observed in high-field
magnetostriction measurements.26
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